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WELCOME 
 

It’s our pleasure to bring this proposal to you and our pleasure to explore ways in which our software platform 
and our talented team might be of service to you and be of benefit to your company, organization, agency or 
tribe. 
 
Many of our customers consider our software platform to be the second most important application in their 
business, second only to their ERP, EHR, LIS, FIS or other core enterprise system.  Some consider it to be their 
most important software product.  In whatever way you utilize the software, we hope that this grant will put 
us in a favored position with your organization, perhaps we’ll be considered a business partner not just a 
vendor, just as we have with our many customers that have acquired these licenses over the past 28 years. 
 
As you evaluate this grant, may we ask you to keep a couple of things in mind? 

1. While this software will provide a great benefit to your organization, ScerIS has also developed a 
comprehensive set of services that round out its value to its customers.  We hope that you will allow 
us to quote your needs for outsourcing business processes and/or hosting services. 

2. That other organizations in your community can benefit from this program.  Religious and not-for-
profit entities, as well as your local government may benefit from a grant of this software.  Please 
keep them in mind as you may want to make sure they’re aware of the potential of this grant. 

These are truly challenging times for some people and some businesses.  As of early September 2020, Yelp 
data shows that 164,000 businesses have closed, with 98,000 of those indicating that they won’t reopen.  
We’ve all witnessed and experienced the closures of retail businesses, restaurants and hotels and the impact 
of these closures on key property ownership fundamentals and investment strategies.  Revenue shortfalls, 
closures and bankruptcies have become the new norm.  For many, business won’t be the same for many years 
to come.   
 
It’s with these challenges in mind that ScerIS is providing help in the form of software that reduces IT costs, 
reduces IT complexity, provides solutions to business process needs and helps achieve compliance and 
security requirements without the need for additional capital or multiple additional systems.   
 
We truly hope that this offer will be of value to you.  As you know, this grant program expires on October 31, 
2021.  To the extent you want licenses or a subscription to the ETCETERA® Platform, please make sure you 
get all the licenses you require in place by that day to avoid any need for additional license purchases in the 
future.   
 

 
   
 
   Jim Walckner       Dan Furbush 

President & CEO    SVP & CBDO 
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ABOUT ScerIS 
 
Founded in 1993, the company’s focus is to help customers retool business processes, automate people-centric 
work, empower remote workers, improve workforce productivity and utilize key performance indicators to help 
them achieve increased efficiency and profitability.   
 
ScerIS is a resource to its customers in healthcare, financial services, business and government and the 
developer of the ETCETERA® Multipurpose Enterprise Platform.  We provide consulting, implementation, 
training, support, hosting, legacy system migration, digitization and business process outsourcing services.     
 
Serving 16 major markets and over 100 industries, ScerIS provides: 

• Business Process Efficiency Improvement Solutions (Automation, Application Development, 
Workflows, Content Services, Scanning, EDI, and more) 

• Business Intelligence Reporting and Data Analytics Tools 
• Mobile Workforce Solutions 
• Custom System Design, Development and Implementation 
• Hosting Services (MSaaS, IaaS, Hybrid Cloud, Private Cloud, Business Continuity) 
• Business Process Outsourcing 
• Document, Database and System Conversions 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Board of Directors at ScerIS authorized granting licenses to its ETCETERA® Software Platform from March 
23, 2020 through October 31, 2021, without a license fee to organizations, businesses and government 
entities.  Beneficiaries of this grant are expected to experience significant process improvements and 
corresponding cost reductions. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 
Below is a copy of one of the press releases about this program: 
 

(Marlborough, MA  April 21, 2020)   ScerIS, Inc., a 27-year-old software developer and solutions 
resource that is changing the way its clients imagine, design and develop applications and efficient digital 
work processes, is excited to announce the ETCETERA® Economic Recovery Software Grant Program. 
 
In an unprecedented effort to help facilitate recovery and strengthen businesses and government entities 
across the United States during these challenging times, ScerIS has initiated this unique Software Grant 
Program.  In this program, ScerIS is waiving the one-time fee to license users for its ETCETERA® 
software platform.  ETCETERA® is used for RPA, workflows, application development, content 
management, business intelligence and much more.  
 
The total value of software grants available to recipients is estimated to be more than $200,000,000.  
Available to organizations large and small across all major markets, ETCETERA®  is the cornerstone 
technology used to simplify IT, simplify business processes and significantly reduce costs. With 
ETCETERA®, employers can bridge the gap between where they find themselves and where they want to 
be, and with this program, they can get there right now without the burdensome traditional costs of 
software licenses.  In anticipation that the current economic challenges will last through the year, this 
program, instituted in March 2020 will run through October 2021.   
 
“Offering unlimited licensing of our software platform will help businesses, organizations and our 
government agencies recover from the effects of this pandemic faster,” says Jim Walckner, President & 
CEO, adding “this announcement was met favorably by our customers and I anticipate that new customers 
will be equally grateful as the product can help them bridge financial gaps created by this pandemic while 
also supporting remote workers, now and in the future”.  
 
For additional information about this program, contact the ETCETERA® Economic Recovery Software 
Grant Program office at 978-218-5025 or ERSGP@Sceris.com.   

 
 
ScerIS is making approximately $200,000,000 of In Kind Software License Grants available in this program 
without a license fee.  Licensees, who are beneficiaries under this program, may determine the quantity of user 
licenses they require for each module they choose to license as well as determine which other automation 
modules they want.  For software granted to licensees, just to be clear, there are no additional license fees 
following the end of the grant period. 
 
Upon completion of the grant period, licensees that received ETCETERA® Enterprise Content Management 
(ECM) licenses to support enterprise-wide requirements shall be forever granted a 25% discount on any 
additional licenses required in the future.  However, ScerIS recommends that new customers license as much 
product as they believe will be needed both now and in the future. 
 
The customer may install this software on their network or in their cloud or may choose to install it in the 
ScerIS cloud. 
 

  

mailto:ERSGP@Sceris.com
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ETCETERA® - THE PLATFORM FOR EVERYTHING ELSE  
(https://www.sceris.com/etcetera-platform/) 
 
Customers with the ETCETERA® Enterprise Platform reinvent their users’ experiences. Using internal resources or 
ScerIS resources, customers can configure unlimited dashboards, visualizations, reports, applications, online business 
processes, workflows and manage an unlimited number of document classes.  The ETCETERA® Platform can be used 
to develop your Data Warehouse – the easy way.   
 
Besides creating a competitive advantage, with ETCETERA® customers will avoid future single-use point system 
purchases, decommission existing point solutions, reduce infrastructure, reduce support, replace orphaned systems 
and reduce costs.  Support staffing can be redeployed to creating applications and addressing business requirements.  
ETCETERA® improves IT’s contribution and value to the enterprise. 
 
Licensing for users for the ETCETERA® modules is available for named users or concurrent users.  Project, multi-shift 
or departmental initiatives are often best served with a concurrent user model and enterprise initiatives involving 
multiple departments and dozens or hundreds of processes are often best served with a named user model.  
Organizations benefitting from the grant program should acquire all the licensing they will ever need in place while 
the license fee is waived through this grant.  
 
ETCETERA® is for this, that and everything else, etc, etc… ETCETERA®! 

 
Deploy On-Premises or in the Cloud 

Integrate with ERP/Core Applications 
100% Browser-Based UI 

Scalable 
Secure 

Configurable 
 

 

https://www.sceris.com/etcetera-platform/
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With ETCETERA® customers get more accomplished with less cost, less effort and in less time.  Solutions are deployed 
when they're needed, not at the end of budget or capital cycles with inevitable delays that measure in years.  
Businesses with multi-shift operations are best serviced with Concurrent User Licensing or a Concurrent User 
Subscription, each of which gets you UNLIMITED EVERYTHING: 

 
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) 
 (https://www.sceris.com/etcetera-ecm/) 
 
ECM Enables the Digital Office 

• High-Speed Browser-Based Scanning 
• Database Management 
• SVG Viewer (more than 100 file types) 
• Tabbed Presentation Viewing 
• Extend Access to Vendors, Customers or Constituency 

 
ECM is the ETCETERA® (ETC) module for online browser-based 
document, data and file management for nearly any purpose.  ECM is a fourth-generation, mature, highly 
customizable technology platform used to organize, acquire, catalog, and access documents, data and files of all 
types.  Applications configured in ECM are customer-managed and organized in document classes that are defined by 
the client. 
 

• Over 100 file types are presented in a Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) viewer supporting HTML5 and access 
on mobile devices.  And select multiple documents and the viewer offers simple navigation from one 
document to the next. 

 
• ECM makes content acquisition and access easy.  Users access content acquired from different sources 

seamlessly within the application, and through content enabled EPM and seamlessly connecting other 
applications (such as the corporate ERP).  APIs make document access and viewing simple from external 
systems 

 
• Create and manage database tables without a SQL Administrator.  Database tables are easily configured and 

data collected and managed as a reference data source for multiple document classes. 
 

• Tabbed Viewing automatically assembles documents under tabs and sub-tab labels to simulate their 
organization in typical paper files. 

 
• Managing Release of Information (ROI) can be configured to require users to complete ROI information prior 

to releasing the file for downloading, printing or emailing. 
 
Pack N Go packages documents for export.  Pack N Go for Spreadsheets assembles complex document sets based on 
data in spreadsheets and creates links between spreadsheet items and document sets. 
 
Automated Document Assembly and Delivery (ADAD) is a module for automatically packaging one or more documents 
and automatically emailing or printing the document set.  ADAD is commonly used for invoice and statement 
rendering and delivery with supporting documents. 
 
Post to Host is a module for configuring data file exports including EDI/ANSI X12 file formats from data stored in ECM.   

https://www.sceris.com/etcetera-ecm/
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AutoRUN is a module for scheduling and automatically managing processes. 
Enterprise Process Management (EPM) 
(https://www.sceris.com/etcetera-epm/) 
 
Applications for the Enterprise 

• Application Development 
• One Place for Dozens of Applications 
• Manage Work in Activity Queues 
• Dynamic Application User Interfaces (AUI) 
• Workflow – Ad Hoc or Rules-Based 
• Automatically Generate AUIs 

 
EPM is the ETCETERA® (ETC) module for application development and process management.  Develop online browser-
based applications for task management, case management, business processes and accounting processes, and to 
enable mobile workers.  With EPM, organizations can rapidly design, develop and implement online work processes 
that include automated processes, online user interfaces, data capture and validation, content capture, work routing 
and validation and ad-hoc workflows. 
 
EPM presents a task-focused environment since the feelings of the user generally depend upon having a successful 
experience in accomplishing the task at hand.   
 
EPM is designed to help users easily and efficiently attend to and complete all of their work tasks with transparency 
and accountability. 
 
 
 
Enterprise Business Intelligence (EBI) 
 (https://www.sceris.com/etcetera-ebi/) 
 
ETCETERA® EBI is the platform for self-service Business 
Intelligence with Dashboards, Visualizations and Reports for the 
enterprise.  The ETCETERA® EPM and ECM platforms easily 
accumulate relevant enterprise data into the ETCETERA® Data 
Warehouse.  Additionally, with EBI the user can unite disparate 
data across databases for Virtual Data Warehousing and 
seamless presentations. 
 

• Empower Users:  Built for rapid deployment and user-
developed dashboards (without IT), BI and data 
discovery helps users make data driven decisions. 

• Responsive Design:  100% web-based interface responds to the user’s behavior and environment.  Use EBI 
on any device, anytime, anywhere. 

• Seamless Integration:  Automatically normalize data acquired from multiple data sources and combine data 
from disparate databases in presentations. 

 
 
The ETCETERA® Platform (Version 12.x) supports Windows Server 2016, 2019 x64; Database: SQL Server 2016, 2019; 
Browsers: Internet Explorer 11, Edge, Chrome (running on Windows). 
 
Before acquiring another software product, learn about how the “Platform for Everything Else” can uniquely serve 
your requirements without another investment in software or SaaS silos. 
 

https://www.sceris.com/etcetera-epm/
https://www.sceris.com/etcetera-ebi/
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THE GRANT 
   

As stated before, ScerIS will provide in kind grants of its ETCETERA® Enterprise Platform to grantees at no cost for the 
licensing now and forever. 
 
A calculation based on your total headcount will be made indicating that your company, organization, agency or 
tribe will be granted no cost licensing of all products for some or all employees.   
 
The actual value (list price) of software granted is based on the product modules and user count selected for 
deployment.  The selection of concurrent users or active named users is made by each grantee.  
 
ScerIS recommends concurrent use licenses which act as a pool for the user community and are the easiest to 
administer.  These licensed amounts can be modified to accommodate the unique requirements of your 
organization and ScerIS will determine that value in conjunction with the grantee.  
 
ETCETERA® software licenses require a maintenance subscription.  Software maintenance provides each customer 
with software support and upgrades and is required to maintain the licenses secured through this grant or 
otherwise acquired by the customer.  Software upgrades that remain current with operating systems, IIS, browsers 
and SQL, and that address vulnerabilities and meet compliance and security requirements are a must in this day 
and age.  The monthly maintenance subscription is 2% of list price.  If paid annually in advance, there’s a 16.67% 
discount to 20% annually.  Organizations that provide Tier 1 support are eligible for additional discounts – 
contact the grant office for additional information (contact information at the end of this document). 
 
 

 

PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION & SUPPORT 
 
ScerIS resources are available to assist new customers in the following areas if the grantee lacks the resources for 
implementation and training.  Discounted daily rates are available to grantees requiring that assistance in the 
following areas: 
 
INFRASTRUCTURE CONFIGURATION 
 
Server sizing is based on anticipated concurrent usage, modules selected, additional functionality and each 
customer’s processes which affect demand on servers and the database.  Systems are sized to each customer’s 
unique requirements.  
 
ScerIS hosting services can be priced to accommodate the customer’s unique requirements to include Business 
Continuity Services (BaaS/DRaaS).  The ScerIS Private Cloud can accommodate other applications that run on the 
Microsoft Operating System (or Linux).    
 
Note 1:  The ETCETERA® Platform (Version 12.x) currently supports Windows Server 2016, 2019 x64; Database: SQL 
Server 2016, 2019; Browsers: Internet Explorer 11, Edge, Chrome (running on Windows). 
 
Note 2:  Customers utilizing the ScerIS Private Cloud can use their Microsoft Operating System and SQL licenses 
and avoid duplicating these costs. 
 
SOFTWARE INSTALLATION 
 
The ETCETERA® software can be installed on customer servers, in the customer’s cloud or the ScerIS Cloud.  The 
only installations required on workstations are for:  

• Cloud capture toolkit for scanners used by the customer  
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• Pack N GO for Spreadsheets which is a desktop application 
 
Installation involves key applications, windows services, IIS-App Pools-Web Apps, Storage and Scripts/Tasks.  A 
testing server is recommended for testing upgrades, patches and AUI development.  
 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 
ScerIS resources support implementation with project planning, scheduling, defining best practices, designing 
authorization services and user management,  supporting initial applications of the platform to address business 
processes (and using this for training purposes for system administrators), setting up automation processes, custom 
coding and Go-LIVE support.    
 
 
TRAINING 
 
ScerIS provides product and process training that includes documentation unique to customer processes and 
requirements.  Training addresses everything from architecture to best-of-breed processes.  For a 
comprehensive list of available training refer to Addendum 1. 
 
 
POST-IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT 
 
ScerIS provides software support and general system support services following customer acceptance of 
implementation and training services.  Support services are available on prepaid support packs or by the 
hour.   
 
 
 

HOSTING SERVICES 
 
ScerIS hosts ETCETERA® and mission-critical applications and provides business continuity services to its 
customers. 
 
ScerIS Cloud Services include advanced server virtualizations and converged infrastructure solutions to address 
the widest of customer requirements.  Used for multi-tenancy, hybrid and private cloud environments for ScerIS 
software deployments, the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) offering also provides customers with a hosting 
alternative for their core applications and Microsoft subscriptions. 
 
Integrated High Availability (HA) failover and resilience is provided at both the virtualization (HA cluster) and 
hardware layers.  There’s no need for complex and expensive clustering software or additional server, hypervisor 
or application licenses for failover servers with the ScerIS solution. 

 
ScerIS HYBRID Cloud:  For Small-Medium Businesses and Large Businesses deploying for a 
process or a department, the ScerIS HYBRID Cloud may be the best alternative.  In this 
environment each client has a dedicated application server and database.  Some resources 
are shared, however, there is no co-mingling of data or documents (as there are with most 
SaaS or cloud offerings).  Servers are sized to each company, organization, agency or tribe’s 
requirements. 
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ScerIS PRIVATE Cloud:  For Large Businesses or any Business requiring Active Directory or 
SAML integration, the ScerIS PRIVATE Cloud is the best alternative.  In this environment, 
each client has dedicated infrastructure including servers and storage that are an extension 
of the client’s domain.  Clients may manage other applications in this environment.  Clients 
with Microsoft OS and SQL Server licensing that can be applied to these servers can avoid 
the monthly costs of these licenses in the ScerIS environment – this is often found to be a 
significant cost savings. 

 
 
Business Continuity Services:  BCS On-Cloud and Off-Cloud provides source location 
flexibility. ScerIS provides backup (BaaS) and disaster recovery (DRaaS) services with a 
highly-available environment deployed across multiple data centers. These datacenters are 
independent clouds in separate locations with numerous redundancies for hardware, 
power, and connectivity. Source locations can be ScerIS host environments or your on-
premises locations. 
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LEGACY DATA MIGRATION/DIGITIZATION 
 

Customers with legacy document management systems, paper files, microfilm or microfiche can have their 
systems converted or files digitized for storage and access within the ECM environment.  A populated system  
will provide much greater value and usability from its inception when critical business information is already 
in place. 
 
Additionally, ScerIS can assist in decommissioning orphaned systems and replacing functionality of 
technology silos and SaaS offerings to further improve processes, reduce costs and reduce the risks associated 
with managing and supporting many applications. 
   
 
 

THANK YOU FROM ALL OF OUR EMPLOYEES 
 
We recognize that exercising your grant opportunity is a matter of trust and every ScerIS employee 
appreciates that trust you have shown in our company, software and services.  From the CEO to our newest 
employee, we are all proud of our participation in this “paying it forward” initiative.  We expect that the grant 
will have an enormously positive impact on your future and hope that we remain partners in your success 
going forward. 
 
From all of our employees, please accept this hearty THANK YOU 
 
 
 

Contacts: 
 
John Rainone 
Grant Administrator 
(978) 218-5025 
ERSGP@Sceris.com 
 
 
Dan Furbush 
Senior Vice President 
(978) 218-5000 
dfurbush@sceris.com 
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